Second trimester fetal neurosonography: reconstructing cerebral midline anatomy and anomalies using a novel three-dimensional ultrasound technique.
To describe the application of a novel 3D ultrasound reconstructing technique (OMNIVIEW) that may facilitate the evaluation of cerebral midline structures at the second trimester anatomy scan. Fetal cerebral midline structures from 300 consecutive normal low-risk pregnant women were studied prospectively by 2D and 3D ultrasound between 19-23 weeks of gestation. All the newborn infants underwent pediatric follow-up and were considered normal up to 2 years of life. In addition, five confirmed pathologic cases were evaluated and the abnormal features using this technique are described in this clinical series. Off-line volume data sets displaying the corpus callosum and the cerebellar vermis anatomy were accurately reconstructed in 98.5% and 96% of cases from sagittal and axial planes, respectively. For pathological cases, an agreement rate of 0.96 and 0.91 for midsagittal and axial planes, respectively, was observed. This study demonstrates the feasibility of including 3D ultrasound as an adjunct technique for the evaluation of cerebral midline structures in the second trimester fetus. Future prospective studies will be necessary to evaluate if the application of this novel 3D reconstructing technique as a step forward following 2D second trimester screening scan will improve the prenatal detection of cerebral midline anomalies in the low-risk pregnant population.